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Request Your Unit
The Ronin Foundation provides lighting equipment for doctors to use while on their mission trips. Our mission is to do the greatest good and with your help our technology will help change lives around the world.
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“The strongest & most illumination I have ever experienced...”
The X5 has changed my life in the operating room as a busy plastic surgeon in Beverly Hills. It’s comfort on my head is unmatched with all the others that I have tried over the years. The light is the strongest and most illumination I have ever seen or experienced in a battery powered head light. It was a definite upgrade for me that I didn’t realize I needed but so happy I got one. Some things we can’t live without in the operating room and my X5 and my music are my top two.
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Dr. Andrew Cohen, MD, FACS

Beverly Hills, CA


“Reliable performance.”
Reliable performance in a silent, comfortable, easy to use headlight.
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Dr. Dan Schaerer, MD, ENT

San Diego, CA


“Far superior to any light we had previously used.”
I recently had the opportunity to trial the new portable headlight made by Ronin Surgical. I, along with surgeons from different specialties, found the headlight to be far superior to any light we had previously used. It is lightweight, adjustable and very comfortable. The single battery pack lasted through a 3 1/2-hour case and the weight of the pack was not noticeable. The light itself was brighter than the standard tower light and, in fact, I had to turn the brightness down a bit. The added remote switch is also a bonus. I have used three other portable headlights and this product is the best by far.
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Dr. Daniel Jaffurs, MD, PhD

Orange, CA


“A tool that you cannot do without.”
The Ronin X5 combines the best features of all of the headlights that I have tried previously. It is by far the brightest and most comfortable headlight and has the most versatility in terms of light positioning, yet still maintains a low profile. What the X5 expertly accomplishes is the ability to quickly become a tool that you cannot do without. My co-residents, and even faculty, quickly became jealous of my new “toy!”
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Dr. Rebecca Hoffman, MD, MSCE

Philadelphia, PA


“This is the perfect headlight for any surgical resident.”
First, it is extremely bright so functions both as a tool for emergency department bedside procedures, and is also bright enough for use in the operating room. This headlight is brighter than any other portable headlight I’ve encountered. Having a portable headlight as a surgical resident is incredibly beneficial. Not being tethered to a wall allows you to easily move around attending, be a more effective assistant, and have the flexibility in position to take the lead on the case. The battery is easy to exchange and can be performed during surgery by your circulating nurse. Last but not least, this headlight is shockingly light and comfortable. I could not be happier with my purchase and highly recommend it to all surgical residents!
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Dr. Melissa Mueller, MD

Orange County, CA


“Comfortable to wear all day.”
After testing several headlamps I chose the Ronin. It is definitely lighter which made it much more comfortable to wear all day. The Ronin head lamp was also the brightest out of all the headlamps that I tested. If you are looking for a comfortable yet super bright headlamp I would recommend the Ronin X5.
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Dr. Carlos Alexander, MD

Memphis, TN


“Incredibly light.”
This is brighter than our tower lights and incredibly light.
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Dr. Andrew G., MD

Brooklyn, NY
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Our technicians are on standby to provide industry-leading service speeds. Let us know how we can help!
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Adjustable

5.6” to 1.5” spot diameter








Unmatched Light Quality

Consistent spot distribution across field




Ultralight

6.2 oz luminaire








Designed for comfort

Fully adjustable headbands








Full range of motion

4 points of articulation








Wide Power Range

10 adjustable levels






Easy-access Controls

Accessible through sterile gown




Haptic low-battery indicators

Vibration, light and sound alerts















Autoplay
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Designed without Compromise
The new Ronin X6 is the lightest, brightest, longest running operating room surgical headlight ever designed.
Request your Risk-Free Trial





  


  

 Replay
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Featherweight
With a 1.7 oz luminaire, the X6 eliminates the need to overtighten the headband, reducing headaches and neck strain.
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Ultra-Portable
The X6’s wireless design allows for completely untethered mobility throughout the operating room. And with the included lightweight travel case, you’ll move from the office to the operating room seamlessly.
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All-in-one Package
Everything you need, nothing you don't.
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Quick Dual-bay Charging
The included dual-bay supercharger will recharge each battery in just 3 hours.
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Choose between Hard-top or Soft-top adjustable headbands for a comfortable, tailored fit.


Hard-Top
Soft-top
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Heading




Intelligent Power
Advanced battery charge monitoring means you’ll always have power when it matters most.
	Audible notifications

	Haptic feedback

	Visual light indicators
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[image: ]“Life-changing”
Find out what some of the world’s top surgeons are saying about the Ronin X6 surgical headlight.
Read Reviews
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Features & Specs


Features
Weight
In the box

[image: Brightness]
Consistent light distribution with peak intensity of 350,000 Lux.

[image: Adjustable spot diameter]
Adjustable spot diameter (5.6” to 1.5”) at 18” working distance.

[image: Adjustable power levels]
10 levels of power for superior light control.

[image: 4 point articulation]
Four points of enhanced articulation.
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5+ hour runtime for Extended Battery, 2.5 hour for Standard Battery.

[image: Fast-charging]
3 hour charge time for either Standard or Extended Battery.

[image: Low battery feedback]
Smart low-battery features alert you before depletion.

[image: Hot-swappable batteries]
Holster with hot-swap capabilities for uninterrupted power.



Hard-top headband with luminaire
8.2 oz

Soft-top headband with luminaire
6.2 oz

Battery Holster
6.1 oz

Extended Battery
16 oz

Standard Battery
8 oz



[image: In the box]
X6 headlight on your choice of Hard-top or Soft-top Headband, Battery Holster, Standard Ronin Battery, Extended Ronin Battery, Dual-bay Supercharger, Power Supply, Adjustable Belt, Travel Case with removable shoulder strap








Packages & Pricing


Private Practice Package
[image: ]Designed for individual use




$3,750
12 months
0% APR financing
+ 1 year warranty

Hospital Package
[image: ]Designed for use by many surgeons




$5,250
12 months
0% APR financing
+ 3 year warranty

Resident/Fellow Package
[image: ]Proof of residency/fellowship required




$3,250
36 months
0% APR financing
+ 1 year warranty


X6 Headlight System
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Standard Battery
2.5 hour runtime
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Extended Battery
5+ hour runtime
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Dual-bay Supercharger
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Travel Case
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Warranty

1 year

3 year

1 year


Financing Available

12 mo, 0% APR

12 mo, 0% APR

36 mo, 0% APR






Financing


0%
APR financing available


Get Pre-Qualified





Warranty


1-year or 3-year Limited Warranty included, depending on package. Extended Warranty available.
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The Ronin Foundation
Our mission is to provide a light wherever light is needed.
From South America to Africa to right here in the U.S., we are dedicated to helping doctors who give their time to help others. The Ronin Foundation provides lighting equipment for doctors to use while on their mission trips.
Request your unit
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Mailing address
10573 W Pico Blvd, Suite 406
Los Angeles, CA 90064

IFU - Instructions for Use

General Inquiries
contact@roninsurgical.com

Phone
+1 (415) 226-9414


Find us online
	[image: ]Find us on Facebook

	[image: ]Follow us on Instagram



International Distribution
distribution@roninsurgical.com




Copyright © {YYYY} Ronin. Designed and built in California.
Privacy PolicyLegal
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